
How does IN tIME 
Express Logistik 
guarantee the 
availability of its 3,800 
vehicles in a maximum 
of 60 minutes?
Learn how PTV Map&Guide optimises your 
route planning and cost calculation.



PTV Map&Guide optimises truck routes and calculates all transport costs.

How other customers use PTV Map&Guide:

About IN tIME Express Logistik

IN tIME Express Logistik is based in Hannover, Germany, and is one of the 

European market leaders in B2B courier service. From documents and spare 

parts to bulky goods and medical samples, they need to deliver all types of 

goods efficiently and reliably. To meet the high expectations, the company 

has been relying on PTV Map & Guide for over 20 years.

PTV MAP&GUIDE

Fully utilises their trucks
and avoid unproductive
empty runs.

Calculates freight and 
toll costs quickly and 
accurately.

Compares different journeys 
and scenarios based on costs 
incurred.



From time-saving in planning 
and execution to profit increase, 
our 55,000 users worldwide are 
proof that PTV Map&Guide is the 
best route planner in the industry.

Functions
Precise transport cost calculation, pricing and 
break-even analysis 
Calculate your exact transport costs with our 
precise and reliable transport cost calculator 
built into the software. On top of that, PTV 
Map&Guide also offers break-even analysis 
so you can maximise your profit margin and 
create cost-effective quotations within minutes.

Toll cost calculator 
Our software saves you time and effort from 
doing manual toll cost calculations and makes 
sure it is always accurate. Calculate all toll road 
charges in Europe; including bridges, tunnels 
and cities, as well as HGV levy with 
PTV Map&Guide. 
 

Route planning and optimisation 
Plan perfectly-tailored routes for your vehicles. 
It automatically avoids all roads unsuitable for 
your vehicle by setting the vehicle’s parameters 
and truck-related attributes beforehand. 
With PTV Map&Guide, you can manage and 
optimise each sequence of your stop which 
takes into account all relevant vehicle and 
transport data.

ETA notification service & guided navigation 
You can take advantage of the Estimated Time 
of Arrival service and report for your transports 
and service deliveries. Planned routes can be 
sent to drivers from PTV Map&Guide to the 
free PTV Driver App. Goods recipients are also 
proactively informed about status changes and 
delays, giving your logistics services a little 
extra.
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40,000
tons of CO2

saved daily

17%
cost savings with our  

route optimisation  
technology

Up to

120
countries rely on  

our solutions

Customers in

About PTV Group
PTV Group takes a holistic approach that 
integrates all aspects of traffic, transport 
and logistics to create and promote 
sustainable mobility. Recognised as global 
market leader, PTV develops intelligent 
software solutions for transport logistics, 
traffic planning and traffic management.

 

Thus cities, companies and people save 
time and money, enhance road safety and 
minimize the impact on the environment. 
Based on its unique expertise in every facet 
of mobility, PTV ensures that people and 
goods arrive at their destinations safe and 
sound, and on time.

Benefits
Keep track of all your transport costs
Whether you need to calculate exact toll costs, mileage, delivery types, or even personnel costs, our 
transport cost calculator contains a comprehensive range of route based on trucks/HGV attributes 
and other vehicle-related data so you can avoid hidden costs.

Stress-free route planner
With our state-of-the-art truck dispatching and data management software, you always have an over-
view of all the logistical processes. From managing customer and route address data to managing 
drivers and fleets, PTV Map&Guide helps you automate your business and thus ease your logistics 
processes.

Specially made for drivers
PTV Map&Guide includes relevant features such as driver’s drive and rest times, truck navigation, 
precise distance calculations, hazardous goods restrictions, and official toll costs to eliminate un-
necessary road detours and delays. The software also offers a Europe-wide truck stops and parking 
database along the motorways, including a reservation feature.

Make sound business decisions
Understand how delivery costs affect your profit by knowing the actual cost per trip through ad-
vance calculation. All you have to do is set the profit margin, and PTV Map&Guide calculates the 
quotation price and suggests a realistic and economic sale price per order.
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“With the deployment of PTV Map&Guide, 
our deliveries arrive punctually and 
reliably, and we can also better utilise 
our fleet, avoid empty runs and react 
proactively during unexpected delays.”
Eckhard Schaede, Head of IT at IN tIME

PTV Map&Guide at a glance:

 � Invoicing standard for shippers, hauliers and transport companies

 � Exact calculation of transport and toll costs 

 � Professional truck route planning (HGV)

 � Raising efficiency by optimising the sequence of multiple stops

 � Maximum control and excellent planning security 

Whether you own a small or a large road freight transport company, 

PTV Map&Guide is your new powerful route planning software.
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PTV Group
Haid-und-Neu-Straße 15
76131 Karlsruhe
Germany

+49 (0) 721 96 51-0
info@ptvgroup.com

ptvgroup.com


